
HOW TO WRITE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF NON LIVING THINGS

Autobiography - How to write good autobiography, elements of good but also to tell about non living things as well as
animals by personifying them. When writing an autobiography, you focus on three major things: who.

If you are having problems writing even that first sentence, the problem is probably based on this ingrained
understanding that you have to write about everything, or there's no point in writing anything. What is key to
the story of your life? Organize your story. Find a quiet time to write every day â€” a time when you can get
lost in your memories and let your thoughts flow from your fingertips. You simply answer them, and the
templates arrange your answers into story form. And immediately, all of these stories just came gushing out of
her. Write out a mission statement that describes the inspiration for writing your life story, and refer to it when
you feel a drop in your motivation. There can be differences between a memoir and autobiography, but the
line between them can be hazy. Post navigation. Include all five senses in your writing whenever possible.
Remember, history may be recorded about only rich or famous people, but everybody contributes to the
history of the human race in his or her own way. Get a feel for the work. You writing should be descriptive.
Please enter a valid email address Subscribe. Determining one main reoccurring theme will help weave
continuity and interest throughout your autobiography. He is one of the best examples living the American
dream â€” sharing the idea that one can gain financial independence, and reach a prosperous life through hard
work. I was asking him what's making him happy right now and he happened to bring up that he and his wife
Alison had recently signed up for a weekly writing-group on the art of writing memoirs. Everybody has many
stories to share with family and friends. Writing for family members requires less detail when describing
familiar settings and people. Choose a category or person that inspires you, and read several examples of how
great life stories are shared with the public. A memoir, while it can be highly autobiographical, is not
necessarily so. Function Through autobiography, authors can speak directly to their readers, and to their
descendants. Edit your work. Editing and improving your work can be a difficult process, even for a
professional writer. Your friends may be on their designated career paths and at least halfway to success
already. Each of their lives becomes like one giant puzzle that you're assembling back together. Keep your
focus. Difference between Autobiography and Memoir In an autobiography, the author attempts to capture
important elements of his life. Think of how you will answer the following questions: Who? Check for any
awkward phrasing or sentences that are bogged down with too many details. Before you consider the work
finished, you may want to set it aside for a few weeks, then read it with fresh eyes. Or, if you are still
determined to be thorough, start out just focusing on one topic but take it through completion before moving
on to others. And some people hire biographers to write it for them because it's often perceived as being so
much work. Other people and events are incidental to the main body of writing. Your story should move the
reader smoothly from one scene to the next. Reading different styles of writing can also help you get a better
feel for how to write an autobiography that will best suit your own story.


